
CAUTION: REBARK CAN STAIN VERY EASILY.
If you get REBARK on concrete or any undesired
location, immediately wash it off with water.
Use extreme caution, although our product isn't
harmful and is biodegradable. It will discolor.
Avoid spraying plants directly to avoid
discoloration. REBARK needs at least 15
minutes to dry. Safe for animals and plants.
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN. 
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Coverage:
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Thank you for choosing REBARK Premium Mulch
Colorant, your ideal solution for restoring and
enhancing the color of your landscape mulch! For
optimal results and to ensure the longevity of your
mulch's color, please adhere to this user manual.

Intended Use:

REBARK, developed by Premier Finishes Inc., is a
high-quality mulch concentrate intended for
retail use. This product is available in four distinct
colors, each formulated by our in-house chemist
to ensure optimal performance. To use, mix 2-5
ounces of REBARK with one gallon of water. The
resulting solution can be applied to faded mulch
using a standard pump or garden sprayer to
restore its appearance.

Recommended Spray Conditions:

REBARK is best applied with temperatures over
40 degrees in dry conditions. REBARK is a thick
colorant, and should be completely used in one
application. Make sure to clean sprayer after
each use. If you have left over contents, store in a
dry/safe non-freeze area. Avoid prolonged
storages of temperature above 100F or below
38F. 

Care and Maintenance:

- Inspect your mulch periodically for color fade
and reapply REBARK as needed.

- Store any unused REBARK concentrate in a
cool, dry place, tightly sealed and away from
direct sunlight.

Need Assistance?

We are here to help! If you have any questions or
require further assistance with REBARK Premium
Mulch Colorant, please reach out to our
customer support team. Please address all
concerns to our email
office@premierfinishes.net

Manufacturer's liability is expressly limited to
replacement of defective product.

Mix Amount

**Disclaimer:** REBARK is designed for mulch
and similar materials and should not be applied
to plants, grass, or other foliage. Ensure these
areas are protected during application.

Preparation:

1. Safety Measures: Wear protective gloves and
eyewear to prevent skin and eye contact with the
colorant. Old clothes or a protective apron are
also recommended to avoid staining.

2. Clear the Area: Remove debris, leaves, and
loose mulch from the application area to ensure
the colorant adheres evenly.

3. Protect Surroundings: Shield your plants,
concrete, and other surfaces from potential
overspray using plastic sheeting, cardboard, or
newspapers. Proper protection will prevent
unwanted stains and keep your landscape
pristine.

Mixing Instructions:

1. Concentrate Dilution: REBARK is a
concentrated colorant and must be diluted
before application. Mix 4 ounces of REBARK
concentrate with one gallon of water. Ensure the
solution is mixed thoroughly to achieve a
consistent color.

2. Sprayer Preparation: Fill your garden sprayer
with the diluted REBARK solution. Secure the lid
and shake lightly to ensure an even mixture.

Application:

1. Test Area: Spray a small, inconspicuous area of
your mulch to test the color. Adjust your
technique as needed for the desired coverage
and color intensity.

2. Spray Technique: Holding the nozzle about 6-8
inches from the mulch surface, apply the
colorant in a steady, sweeping motion for even
coverage. Avoid over-saturating any area to
prevent pooling.

3. Layering for Depth: Allow the first application
to dry completely (15-20 minutes, depending on
weather conditions) before applying additional
layers for deeper color or coverage.

Post-Application:

1. Drying Time: Let the treated mulch dry for a
minimum of 24 hours to ensure the colorant sets
properly, especially before any expected rain or
garden watering.

2. Immediate Clean-Up: Clean any accidental
overspray with soap and water promptly, ideally
while the colorant is still wet. MANUFACTURED AND BOTTLED BY:

PREMIER FINISHES INC.
17890 NE Airport Way Suite #155

Portland, OR 97230

Add 4 oz of REBARK per 1 gallon of

water

Mix by stirring or shaking in

your sprayer

Set sprayer nozzle to fan or broad

to ensure wide and even

application

Spray areas around your plants and

edging. Be careful to not spray your

plants


